
List Of 10 Easiest Dogs To Care 
For 
Dogs provide the perfect companionship and support that one requires to deal with the challenges of life. 
This support proves even more beneficial when one is dealing with serious health problems, such as mental 
and physical health problems. This is because the individuals that have such problems have to deal with 
both their internal struggles and external challenges of life simultaneously. In such instances, dogs provide 
the perfect companionship that is required to overcome these hurdles, as they provide their love and 
support without any conditions and any judgments. Following is a list of dogs that are incredibly easy to 
take care of. Federal law protects ESA owners, requiring landlords and airlines to make reasonable 
accommodations for individuals with emotional support animals, including those with a valid ESA letter 
from real esa letter. 

 

Chihuahua 

Chihuahuas are incredibly friendly and accompany their handlers wherever they go. Apart from being 
friendly, they are also easy to groom and take care of as they have little fur. Thus, they are an incredible 
option to have if you are looking for a dog that is easy to take care of. 

Dachshund 

These dogs are also very friendly and playful. They are marked by their joyful demeanor. Because of their 
little size, they are also a great companion for children. They are naturally curious and are captivated easily 

by something that even remotely piques their interest. They are also easy to take care of, as they require 
little grooming time. 

Italian Greyhound 

Italian greyhounds are extremely active and playful dogs that are always high with energy. Therefore, they 
are always ready to accompany you with your tasks. Moreover, they do not require extensive training as 
they are naturally intelligent and loyal. They also have little to no fur on their skin which makes taking care 
of them quite easy. In situations where you might want to leave them home, they can cause problems as 
their active personalities require constant companionship. 

ESA owners are protected by federal law, which requires landlords and airlines to make reasonable 
accommodations for individuals with emotional support animals, including those who possess an ESA letter 
from realesaletter. 

Papillon 

https://www.realesaletter.com/
https://www.realesaletter.com/


These dogs are very energetic and active. They are always on the lookout for the next play-time. These 
dogs are quite easy to train given their ability to follow instructions. Papillons are great with kids and quite 
friendly. Bathing and brushing them is also quite easy which makes them quite convenient to own. 

Pug 

Pugs are easy-going and laid-back dogs. Due to their small stature, they are an excellent companion for 
kids. Training them can get a bit tricky. But on the bright side, they are quite easy to groom and take care 
of. 

Whippet 

These incredible dogs are extremely friendly and easy-to-train dogs. This is because they are naturally quite 
agile, athletic, and intelligent. Moreover, they do not have a whole lot of fur on their skins which makes 

them easy to groom. 

Basset Hound 

Basset hounds are little dogs that are full of joy and playfulness and are therefore very friendly. These dogs 
are also easy-going with children. Grooming them is also convenient due to their tiny fur and small size. 

Beagle 

Beagles resemble basset hounds in a variety of ways. Much like basset hounds, they are quite friendly and 
joyful. They are an excellent company for kids due to their playful traits. Moreover, they are easy to groom 
and require little care. 

Bullmastiff 

These dogs have relaxed personalities and are not very active. Therefore, they do not get dirt on their furs 
quite often. Moreover, they do not have a large amount of fur on their skin which makes them easy to 
bathe. 

Labrador Retriever 

Labrador retrievers are a popular choice among many individuals. This is because these dogs are extremely 
intelligent and require little training. They are extremely loyal and do not cause problems that might hurt 
their handlers. And because they have little fur, they are easy to groom. 

If you have gotten yourself an emotional support dog, it is highly recommended that you get these dogs 
licensed through an ESA letter. An ESA letter states that you have a genuine mental health condition that 
requires the companionship of an emotional support dog. These letters are to be obtained by a licensed 
mental health provider such as a psychologist or a psychoanalyst. The mental health provider that you 
obtain your ESA letter from should be currently practicing within the state that you reside in. 

To obtain an ESA letter, you first have to select the ESA letter that best suits your needs. An ESA letter for 
housing, for example, helps individuals suffering from mental health situations to obtain residence in areas 
that normally do not allow animals within their residence. This is because people that have an ESA letter are 
protected by the Fair Housing Act which recommends that landlords should not discriminate against people 
based on their race, class, or religion. Thus, landlords cannot discriminate against you on the basis of having 
an emotional support dog given that you have an ESA letter to prove your emotional dependence. 

After selecting the type of emotional support animal letter, you have to get in contact with a mental health 
provider who can cater to your ESA letter needs. If you do not have such contacts, you can get the help of 
online ESA letter services that link you with a licensed mental health worker. The mental health provider 
would interview to gauge your needs of an emotional support animal, depending upon the mental health 
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condition that you have. Given that the mental health provider feels that your condition can be improved 
through an emotional support animal, you will receive an ESA letter within a few days.  

Useful Resources: 

List of the Most ESA Friendly States 

5 Ways kids and teens benefit from an ESA 

Do squirrels qualify as an ESA? 

5 myths about ESA busted 

Size, Breed, Species: Everything You Need to Know When You Want to Get An ESA 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/627019641/List-of-the-Most-ESA-Friendly-States
https://www.seriouslyfish.com/forums/users/maxglenn/
https://www.seriouslyfish.com/forums/users/irvingarza/
https://www.mentorthis.com/read-blog/2652
https://www.mentorthis.com/read-blog/2653

